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Since 1987 the Conference on Software Engineering Education and Training has been the primary international forum where industry and academia come together to exchange ideas on teaching and training individuals to meet the increasing demand for qualified software professionals.

CSEE&T is traditionally sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society and supported by the Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University (USA).

The CSEE&T 2003 will take place in one of the world’s most exciting and friendly cities: Madrid, Spain; a city well known for its world-class museums, its exquisite cuisine, and its majestic avenues. But Madrid is more than just an important European tourist center. It is the nerve center of one of Europe’s most thriving economies.

For CSEE&T 2003, topics to be addressed include, but are not limited to:

- Software Engineering programs versus Computer Science programs with tracks in Software Engineering
- Strategic contents of Software Engineering programs and differences among countries
- Volatile parts of Software Engineering and its impact on Software Engineering education and training
- Strengths and weaknesses of Software Engineering University programs
- Innovative ways of teaching Software Engineering
- Industry’s view of Software Engineering education programs
- The role of industry in Software Engineering education and training
- Initiatives of companies addressing Software Engineering education needs
- Government initiatives related to Software Engineering education
- Software Engineering as an emerging profession
- Definition of the body of knowledge in Software Engineering

Research and experience papers as well as proposals for panels, workshops and tutorials addressing these or related issues are welcome.

PROCEEDINGS PUBLISHING

CSEET ’03 proceedings will be published by the IEEE Computer Society as previous CSEET conferences.

IMPORTANT DATES

October 1, 2002
Submission deadline for papers, tutorials, panels, and workshops. All submissions must be e-mailed to cseet03@mini.ls.fi.upm.es and should be in either PDF or MS Word format.

November 10, 2002
Notification of Acceptance

December 15, 2002
Camera-ready copies

ABOUT MADRID

While Europeans already know that traveling to Madrid is both convenient and inexpensive, most Americans do not. During April 2002, a round airfare from Newark NJ to Madrid could cost as little as $400.00! That’s less of what one would have had to pay for a round trip from Newark to Portland Oregon during the same time period. Plus you do not have to spend large sums of money for your stay. Wonderful Bed & Breakfasts and inexpensive hotels (called “hostales”) can be found all over the city, many of them at walking distance from Madrid’s superb Metro (subway) stations. You can check accommodation options at http://www.hoteldiscounts.com/. Other information about Madrid can be found at http://www.aboutmadrid.com/madrid/
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